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2017 CONTENT PROGRAMME
Lions Entertainment is where brands,
agencies and the creators of entertainment
can focus on producing outstanding creative
work together.
The Lions Entertainment programme will
bring together the platforms that are
reinventing consumption, the labels and
studios adapting to channel disruption
and the brands who’ve created authentic,
compelling content. At the core of Lions
Entertainment are two associated Lions
which will identify and celebrate the
work: the Entertainment Lions and the
Entertainment Lions for Music.
This document outlines how your
organisation can put forward ideas for
the 2017 programme.

Quick Tip:
Take this document into your brainstorming
meeting to guide the process.
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LIONS
ENTERTAINMENT:
THE BACKGROUND
Advertising and entertainment are
converging. They occupy a shared
space, and both vie for the attention
of today’s connected audiences.
If brands are going to influence
and persuade consumers, and cut
through the white noise of saturated
distribution channels, the creation
of world-class entertaining content
is critical.

Advertisers are looking across
the entertainment industry – to
the studios, labels, publishers,
networks– to create original content
that holds cultural currency.
The desire and need for brands to
experiment has never been greater.
And the opportunities have never
been more exciting.
Lions Entertainment explores and
showcases the way that brands
and entertainment companies
are engaging audiences through
content and partnerships. Bringing
together content creators and
the world’s biggest brands, Lions
Entertainment celebrates successful
partnerships and game-changing
content, harnessing the power of
music, sport and entertainment to
connect with audiences.

Brands know they must develop
original and addictive content to
engage audiences, and they are
faced with a bewildering choice
of production, distribution and
monetisation models to choose
from. Equally, facing pressures to
engage consumers, entertainment
companies and publishers – in
particular music and sport - are
diversifying their products and
forming meaningful alliances with
brands.
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THE VISION FOR 2017
What we are looking for…
The Lions Entertainment content programme will present individuals and
organisations that are thought leaders, game changers and pioneers
from the branded entertainment world.
We particularly welcome speakers from within the music, sport and film
industries, as well as brands who have a track record of working with
entertainment properties. Lions Entertainment also welcomes sessions
that feature specialist content creators and storytellers with experience of
working with brand partnerships.

Areas of discussion include:
Branded content
(conception, production and distribution)
The trends, deals, people, business and future in:
		- Branded entertainment
		 - Music and brands
		 - Gaming and brands
		 - Sport and brands
		 - Specialist entertainment channels (includes fashion, food, kids)
Content distribution platforms
(established and start-ups)
Content consumption trends and analysis
Content-driven communities
World entertainment and branded content topics
(e.g Bollywood, Nollywood, K-Pop)
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STEP
READ THE GUIDELINES

THE EIGHT BASIC RULES
1 No fees
There is no charge to submit an idea to speak at Lions Entertainment,
nor any fee to speak if your proposal is selected. The cost to cover the
logistics behind your idea (travel, fees, accommodation…) must be met
by the session host.

2 Passes
We provide speakers with a full Lions Entertainment Festival pass.

3 Creativity at the core
Lions Entertainment explores creativity at work in all aspects of the
entertainment industry that concern the relationships between brands,
consumers and agencies. Ideas that do not demonstrate a clear
connection to these relationships will not be successful.

4 Keep talent authentic
Although celebrities feature prominently at Cannes Lions Week - they
are not a requirement for securing a slot at Lions Entertainment.
However if you would like to explore this route, please ensure the
celebrity speaker has a clear and authentic connection to the subject
area.

5 Fresh content
All content must premier at the Festival. Content that has been
presented previously will not be accepted.

6 Single appearance
We welcome and encourage you to submit more than one idea,
however, due to high demand we can only feature a speaker/
organisation once across the Lions Entertainment programme.

7 Work with us
Session holders are responsible for content, conception and execution
however all content and speaker confirmation/changes must be
approved by the Lions Entertainment Content Team.

8 Quality
Successful proposals are chosen on the merit of the idea and the
speaker.
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GUIDANCE ON THE AUDIENCE
Lions Entertainment has been specifically designed for creative, brand
and communications professionals either working with, or in the
entertainment sector, or for those seeking greater knowledge and
understanding of the entertainment landscape.
For 2017, Lions Entertainment will be available to Cannes Lions full
pass holders.
A Lions Entertainment-only pass will also be available for delegates
who wish to attend just the Lions Entertainment programme, awards
and associated networking events.
The overall 2016 Cannes Lions audience can be broken
down as follows:

Agency

Advertiser / Client
20

15%

COMPANIES
REPRESENTED

4,378

56%

Media Owner

%

5%

4%

Not for Profit
Production

Attracting a broad range of people from across the breadth of the
creative communication landscape, the seniority of the audience is
split between 70% leaders including creative directors, art directors,
CEO’s, CMO’s, VP, Chairman and 30% the next generation leaders,
including brand managers, copywriters, account managers and
marketing executives.
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STEP
BRAINSTORMING YOUR IDEA

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING...

WHAT DO
YOU WANT TO
BE KNOWN
FOR AT LIONS
ENTERTAINMENT?
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IS YOUR STORY?
Lions Entertainment is all about the application of creativity within entertainment
channels. Creativity must sit at the heart of your idea, but creativity can come in many
different forms.

What is your message?

an inspirational piece
a big announcement
a showcase of new content
a big-picture topic or burning industry issue
insights from inside the entertainment sector you
want to share with the creative community
a call to action
a beautiful creative story or review of good work
a fresh way of thinking about creativity and entertainment
a deep-dive case study
how-to guides

Quick tip:
When reviewing your proposal, we will be asking
‘how does this idea enhance or enable
greater creativity?’ – we
recommend you do the same
and test your idea before
submitting it.
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SHOULD TELL YOUR STORY?
There are unlimited types of speakers you could bring to the stage but it is key to
consider their relevance to both the idea and the audience.

Creative
celebrities
with relevance

Inspirational
speakers
from the
entertainment
sector

Thinkers and
doers

Does your speaker
line-up consist of the
following?

Visionary
business
leaders

Accomplished
moderators

Quick tip: Speaker numbers
We recommend that you have no more
than four people on stage at one time
(including moderator/interviewer). Too many
people on stage looks messy and distracting
for the audience.
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Mind-blowing
creatives

CAN YOU TELL YOUR STORY?
We can’t stress enough how important it is to get the format and delivery of your session
exactly right. People often leave this to the last minute – focussing instead on the speaker
and the synopsis - and it shows. A great story poorly told is a great story gone unheard.
The Lions Entertainment audience expects to be inspired, sometimes challenged, and
certainly entertained. This is a global stage on which only world class ideas will be
remembered. Different formats and delivery styles work better depending on the space…
so we ask you to give this element great consideration and encourage you to be as
creative and innovative as you can with how you want to convey your idea.

Example formats and delivery types include (but are not limited to):
Keynote-style presentation

As this is a launch year for Lions
Entertainment, we’re still working
on the ideal presentation structure
that delivers the best experience for
the Festival audience and speakers.
We will be able to share more
information about the presentation
spaces during the session
development process.

One or two people deliver a talk, with
optional presentation materials

Structured debates & discussions
A structured panel session, with a
professional moderator and no more than
four people

Incisive interviews
Picking the brains of great major players in
Entertainment

Quick Tip:

Practical demonstration

If you are unsure, we
will work with you
to identify the right
format for your
session.

These could be show-and-tell, or even
involve the audience

Performance piece
This could include musical, theatrical,
digital performances or real-time artistic
projects

Interactive/practical element
Includes solo and team challenges,
competitive elements, collaborative projects

Live Q&A
Question and answer formats, with
audience participation. Could include
debate or voting elements
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SOME FINAL TIPS...

WHAT WORKS
Visionary talks that shine a light on future trends and events that will affect
the communications industry.
Reviews of good work. Especially when they includes examples from several
different agencies.
Diverse and creative presentation formats.
New ways of addressing creative, social, economic or industry problems.
Special guest names can draw an audience, provided there is a meaningful
link to entertainment and creative communications.
Engaging and surprising speakers who can deliver brand new insights,
inspiring stories or thought leadership you won’t find at any other event.
Debate and discussion with clear take-away elements for the audience.

WHAT DOESN’T WORK
Sales messages and creds presentations turn the audience off and score
badly with audience members.
Interviews not conducted by an experienced professional almost always fail
to realise their full potential.
Too many people on stage looks messy and is distracting for the audience.
No more than four people should be on stage at one time (including
moderator/interviewer).
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STEP
SUBMIT YOUR PROPOSAL
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All proposals must be submitted through the online
content portal (content-entertainment.canneslions.com).
This makes it easier to track the session and speaker
assets as proposals are developed.

DECEMBER

EVALUATION
All proposals are evaluated by the Lions
Entertainment Content Team. Each submission is
considered on the merit of its content or speaker.
You may be contacted for more information.

JANUARY

2017

OFFERS
The Lions Entertainment Content Team will contact
you to make an initial offer of a slot, subject to
speakers being confirmed and session content
agreed.

FROM
FEBRUARY

2017

CONFIRMATION AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Once offers are accepted, session content and
speakers have been confirmed, and relevant visual
assets have been received, the Lions Entertainment
Content Team will announce speakers on the
relevant pages of canneslions.com and in marketing
communications. Please note we sometimes
announce speakers while session content is still
in development.
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STEP

PREPARE FOR YOUR MOMENT IN THE SPOTLIGHT

DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY
As sessions and speakers are announced, the
Lions Entertainment Content Team can help
speakers in the development of their sessions.
We can offer guidance on presentation styles
and techniques appropriate for the space. The
Speaker Logistics Team will also work with each
session holder to assist them with any and all
technical requirements, as well as offer guidance
on session promotion before and during
the Festival.
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ONWARDS

LIONS ENTERTAINMENT 2017

21-22

It’s show time! This is the moment where
your months of hard work pay off. On
site the Lions Entertainment Content
Team are there all the way, right
to the moment you step out
on that stage secure in the
knowledge that you’re about
to deliver the best presentation
possible. Congratulations!

JUNE 2017
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THE LIONS ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT TEAM
Alethea Rous, Head of Festival Content,
Lions Entertainment
Responsible for all sessions and overall content enquiries.
AletheaR@canneslions.com
+ 44 (0)20 3033 4074

Bianca Newby, Speaker Logistics Manager,
Lions Entertainment
Responsible for all speaker technical and delivery requirements.
BiancaN@canneslions.com
+ 44 (0)20 3033 4113
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